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When facing hard financial times, like the ones we are currently facing, it is very easy to sit back and 
let the cards fall and hope that they are in your favor. This approach is very risky and most of the time 
will not end the favor of the one being reactive to the situation. The past two years have made many 
producers face some hard decisions about their operation and moving forward. This year has not 
helped matters any when it comes to farm finances and looking forward to 2021 does not seem to be 
the bright spot we all need. Yet, looking forward and being proactive about where you stand 
financially can help. 

One way producers can be proactive is to start looking at their outstanding debt. With interest rates 
being an all-time low, now is the time to capitalize on the opportunity to refinance debt. Not only will 
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refinancing your debt help in the current year but will also help you save money in the future and will 
help with cash flow. For most, this is also not the time to take on new debt considering how tight farm 
finances are. The goal right now with debt should be to pay down when possible and restructure so 
that you put yourself in the best position you can moving forwarding. If refinancing debt is something 
that might help you, start with good communication with your lender! Lenders are more than happy to 
work with people if they know upfront what the situation is. Being proactive rather than reactive when 
it comes to debt is better for everyone that is involved. 

In the past couple of years, producers have seen their equity decrease each year. This happens 
when total assets decreases and total liabilities either stay the same or increase. For each business, 
there is a certain amount of time that they have to go through their equity, which can be calculated. 
With the current conditions, producers will be facing a hard decision as to how much equity they are 
comfortable with burning through. There are ways to slow down the burn rate but they need to be 
proactive on this. Most people have worked hard over the years to build the equity they have and 
most have been farming off their equity for the past couple of years. There will come a point that 
producers will have to decide at what point do they exit farming with what equity they can. 

In current conditions, it is never too early to start thinking about the year ahead. No one expected to 
have this many hard financial years in a row and it has certainly taken a toll on everyone in the 
industry. Moving forward producers need to be proactive with their situation, do not wait until it is too 
late to do something about your financial standing. Lenders will have more flexibility if you come to 
them early on rather than waiting until it is just too late. If you need help with your farm 
records, Kentucky Farm Business Management can help with this. There are 4 Associations 
across the state with Specialists willing to help producers that need guidance. 
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